### Middle School Shakespeare Monologue Competition

**Judge's Evaluation Form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MONOLOGUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Grasp of the Material Selected**  
(understanding and treatment of the language, whether in prose or in verse; use of emphasis; and evidence of comprehension of the passage’s implications) | 1....2....3....4....5  
Effective...Outstanding |
| **Effectiveness of Presentation**  
(suiting the action to the words, the words to the action in a convincing manner appropriate to character and situation) | 1....2....3....4....5  
Effective...Outstanding |
| **Impact of Performance**  
(appropriateness of attire, use of the stage, accuracy of pronunciation, strength of volume, and clarity of articulation) | 1....2....3....4....5  
Effective...Outstanding |
| **Total** (out of 15) |                                               |
| **Comments**            |                                               |